General Assembly - 4th Special Session
UNHQ, N.Y., 14 May 1963
UN 35mm composite negative 970'
1203rd Meeting - Opening of Session - Adoption of Agenda, Minute of Meditation - Statement by Kuwait.

1 mls Temporary President Muhammad Zafrulla Khan opening session - UNSG U Thant, Mr. C.V. Narasimhan and Mr. Khan standing for minute of meditation

2 ms President Khan accepting re-election as President; making statement

3 mcu President Khan speaking on adoption of agenda

4 mcu President Khan speaking on admission of new members (Kuwait)

5 ms President Khan at rostrum (no sound)

6 ms President Khan announcing admission of Kuwait by acclamation

7 mls Delegates from Kuwait escorted to seats in General Assembly Hall - other delegates applauding
Cut-Ins: Delegates from Israel (npl.), Syria (npl.), USSR (npl.), Sudan (npl.), Tanganyika (npl.), Saudi Arabia (npl.), UK (npl.), and Cambodia (npl.) - Silent -

Pan with delegate from Kuwait going to rostrum

H.E. Sabah Al-Ahmed Al-Sabah (Kuwait) speaking in Arabic

Pan with delegate from Kuwait returning to seat - Delegates applauding and rising at end of meeting

Sound: A/PV 1203